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COMPUTER EQUITY AND THE ROLE OF
DISTRICT LEVEL COMPUTER COORDINATORS

The pressure to move schools into the information age has been felt for
several years throughout the nation. Educators, board members and
legislators are striving to define appropriate roles for technology in
education, to identify the most effective ways to use computers in
instruction and in classroom and office management, and to ensure that
pupils of all backgrounds have opportunities for computer education.

This research study* suggests that leadership, rather than communities'
financial conditions, may be the primary determinant of computer education
opportunities. I.: particular, the district level computer coordinator is
instrmental in developing and implementing quality computer education
plans, in inspiring others to commit energy and resources, and in assuring
that all pupils have access to computers regardless of local revenue
levels.

Equity in Comotiter Education

A society which demands abilities to engage in information exchange
compels opportunities for all pupils to use technologies in public schooling.
If we accept the fact that there are educational and economic benefits for
students who are exposed to or can master the capabilities of computers,
then we must face questions related to equity.

Computer inequity is the unequal access to computer learning as
consequences of students' social and economic positions (Anderson, et al.,
1984) or as outcomes of differential abilities or willingness of schools to
provide computer experiences. For Winkle and Mathews (1982, p. 315).
equity is also closely tied to what teachers do within classrooms:
"Computer equity means individualizing instruction in computer literacy,
since students approach this new technology with varying experiences and
expectations and interact with microcomputers in different ways."

* This study was financed by a Spericer Foundation Young Scholars Research
Grant.
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Indeed, computer equity is broader than mere access to computers as
might be expressed by a ratio of pupils to computers. It is also related to
how they are used in the curriculum. Equity is concerned with identifying
which students have opportunities for learning about (i.e., gaining literacy
and programming skills) as well as with (i.e., using them as tools for
learning and problem solving) computers. Yet, because computers are not
being introduced into all schools, grade levels and classrooms at the same
time, differing access to hardware is itself a critical concern in reaching
computer education goals.

Recent national surveys show that microcomputer availability varies
greatly among schools. Students in less affluent communities receive very
different opportunities for gaining computer literacy than do pupils in more
affluent school districts (Market Data Retrieval, 1982; Quality Education
Data, 1984; Anderson, et al., 1984; Center for Social Organization of Schools,
1983; and Becker, 1985). These studies focus more upon which schools have
computers than on what these computers are used for, but relationships
between uses made of computers and community wealth also emerge in
analyses.

Equity in computer education is a critical policy concern. Substantial
social and economic gaps may result in the future between the "haves" and
have nots" (Nathan, 1983) of society, those who have and do not have access

to and abilities to use information systems. The cumulative impact of
decisions made at legislative, school district and classroom levels about the
purchase and use of computers can result in serious inequities. Economic
factors may play a primary role in computer equity, just as they affect the
distribution of many other educational resources. As several of these
national surveys indicate, wealthy school districts are better able to
purchase more computers within their larger overall budgets derived through
a combination of state and local funds. The greater the amount of
discretionary funds available to schools, the greater the ability of educators
to procure instructional materials generally. But, unlike most other
educational resources, computer hardware and software are not being funded
exclusively through these traditional revenue sources.

In the early stages of microcomputers in public schools, funds were
largely in the form of industry gifts, foundation grants, Federal programs,
and school and PTA fund raising activities. Computers purchased through
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Federal categorical grants often restricted pupil access to those who were
educationally disadvantaged or enrolled in vocational or special education
classes. Many of these other sources enhanced instruction with computers in
wealthier communities. State and local funds which have been increasingly
devoted to computer education have also contributed to inequities in access
among school systems.

As restrictions tied to Federal assistance ease under the block grant
approach, and as proportions of Federal funds for education decline, poorer
districts are losing their source of discretionary funds for such purchases.
In contrast, wealthy districts find increasing support through these per pupil
federal grants and through the growing commitments of local boards of
education, businesses and parent organizations. The Market Data Retrieval
and Johns Hopkins University surveys indicate not only a strong advantage
for wealthier schools, but also an ever widening gap between poor and
wealthy schools.

State allocations for computer education often contribute to these
inequities by showing little regard for differing abilities of school districts
to provide funds for computers. In North Carolina, for example, an
appropriation of over $26 million between 1984-85 and 1986-87 finances
hardware, software, supplies, repairs, and s.sff development through equal
per pupil allotments. The General Assembly adopted a flat grant approach so
that districts which had already spent funds on computer education would
not be penalized. Equal allotments do not, however, take into account such
factors as current microcomputer availability, districts' abilities to secure
other sources of revenue, or students' needs.

States which finance needed equipment and staff development
acknowledge the importance of computers in public education; they must also
recognize potential inequities in access and use. This research explores
various attributes of school systems which account for discrepancies in
pupils' opportunities to learn about and with computers in North Carolina.

The Study Deskm

Analyses of relationships between microcomputer availability and
financial and demographic data for all 141 school districts explored
dimensions of equity in computer education. Interviews with school
personnel in sixteen selected districts supplemented this statewide
analysis. Discussions of problems faced by educators as they plan programs,
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secure resources, provide staff development, and so on added 'richness" to
the macro level data.

Profile of Participating Districts. The selection of school systems
deliberately included relatively wealthy and poor districts which provide
relatively high and low pupil access to microcomputers. In order to reflect
the diversity present in the State, the sample included both county and
special chartered units, urban and rural districts, large and small units,
wealthy and poor systems, and at least one district served by each of the
eight regional offices of the State Department of Education. A primary
criterion in their selection was access to microcomputers, defined as the
ratio of pupils to computers as reported arnually to the State Department.

0

A second criterion for selection was dist-ict financial condition, defined
by assessed valuations and expenditure levels. Of the eight high access
districts, four were located in relatively high wealth and four were in
relatively low wealth communities. A similar division obtained with regarC
to the eight low access districts. Thus, four districts in various geographic
areas of the state fell within one of four groups: high access-high wealth
high access-low wealth, low access-high wealth, and low access-low
wealth.

In 1985, access to computers in those districts labeled high access was
higher than the statewide average of 48 pupils to each computer. Ratios
were 39 students to one in the four high wealth and 38 to one computer in
the four low wealth districts. In contrast, pupils in the eight low access
districts had much lower computer availability than did students in the
State as a whole. The four high wealth districts classed as low access had
one micro for each 66 pupils, and the four low wealth districts provided one
computer for each 70 students.

In terms of relative financial condition, districts in the high wealth
groups were above, and those in the low wealth groups were below, the State
average property valuation. High wealth districts' per pupil valuations were
$345,695 and $277,621 in the four high and low access districts,
respectively. These figures were well above the State average ($196,782)
as well as being above valuations of the low wealth school systems
($167,205 in high and $136,460 in low access districts). Property tax rates
and total (including State, Federal and local) funds expended followed
similar patterns.
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While it was not a consideration in the selection of participating
districts, one additional attribute of these high and low access groups is
worthy of attention. The eight high access districts had rower percentages
of minority pupils (23% in high wealth and 3091 in low wealth groups) than
the percentage of minority students enrolled in the State as a whole (3591).
In contrast, lower access districts enrolled 51 and 48 percent minorities in
high and low wealth districts, respectively. This observation about the
sixteen districts is quite consistent with a highly significant (p<.01)
negative correlation between access and minority enrollment in schools
statewide.

The Statewide Analysis. The 141 North Carolina school districts
range in size from under 600 to over 71,000 pupils. As with most other
states, these districts vary greatly in measures of community
socio-economic status, school system wealth and effort, and revenue and
expenditure levels. Correlation coefficients identified several of the
demographic and financial characteristics included in the original data set
which were so highly related that they would explain much of the same
variance in microcomputer access, use and location. The following
underlined ten school district characteristics were thus chosen as relatively
independent variables for analysis.

Curricular innovations very often begin in large urban or suburban
schools which are located near colleges or universities. The average daily
membership (ADM) in the 1984-85 school year entered analyses to determine
if district size had any bearing on the degree to which computers were
available. The density of school districts, defined as the number of pupils
per square mile, is an indicator of the urbanization ,f the system. Distance
metro/university is the number of miles between central administrative
offices and metropolitan centers larger than 30,000 which have a graduate
level education degree Program.

Many studies since the middle 1960's demonstrate that the
socio-economic status of a community has as large an influence upon
educational opportunities as do factors present within schools. Two
indicators of school districts' socio-economic status, median family income,
and the percent of minority DUDi ls. thus entered analyses.

The wealth of local communities has long been recognized as influencing
abilities of schools to firiunce educational programs. In North Carolina,
varying amounts cf locally raised funds supplement allotments granted by
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the General Assembly. Discretional, funds for enhancing computer education
have often been found in this local revenue. Measures of district financial
conditions included the adjusted orooertv valuation per pupil which takes
into account differing numbers of years since reevaluation. As an inc',ator
of tax effort, the total tax rate, which includes the countywide levy and any
additional local supplement in the district, entered analyses.

The largest source of money, about sixty-four percent of the total, is
provided through the General Assembly. These funds are closely tied to
personnel allotments, and leave little discretionary funds for computer
purchases. The State has, however, financed computer education through the
special appropriation discussed earlier. Federal funds acquired through
categorical programs for disadvantaged, vocational and special education
pupils and through more recent general purpoSe block grants amount to about
ten percent of the total operating revenue available to districts in North
Carolina.

Levels of expenditures derived through these various sources entered
analyses. he State expenditure varied from $1,345 to $1,761; the mean of
$1,472 and standard deviation of $75.50 indicate little variation among the
majority of school systems (from about $1,397 to $1,548). Federal
expenditure levels appear to have' varied more than these State amounts,
with a range from $67 to $319 per pupil. locat expenditure amounts varied
substantially from $195 to $1,159, the mean and standard deviation reveal
that the majority of districts were between $265 and $601. As with the
demographic variables, we anticipated that differences in these financial
measures would explain some of the variation in computer access and uses
among school districts of the State.

adarialliadadr&MINtatlicS&SI

School district media coordinators responded to surveys in both 1984
and 1985, indicating the number of microcomputers available in their
schools. The ratio of pupils to micros in 1985 and the gersenUbangeirIng
ratio in the two year period are dependent variables in analyses as indicators
of access (see Table 1).

Insert Table 1 about here
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Table 1. Microcomputer Access (N - 141*)

STANDARD
VARIABLE MINIMUM MAXIMUM MEAN DEVIATION

Access

Ratio of pupils to
micros 1984*

14.22 335.15 98.39 50.82

Ratio of pupils to
micros 1985

!2.96 109.86 48.12 16.41

Percent change in
ratio 1984 to 1985*

2.86 476.67 103.67 70.41

* N - 141 for all variables except Ratio of Pupils to Micros in 1984 and
Change in Ratio from 1984 to 1985, as three districts did not respond to
the survey in 1984.

The range in ratios in 1984 of one microcomputer to 14 pupils (relatively
high access) to one computer to 335 pupils (relatively low access)
diminished to a range in 1985 from one to 13 and one to 110 pupils. This
large constriction in the range in access among districts is evident also in
the means of the ratios. Access improved dramatically from one
microcomputer to 98 pupils to one to 48 pupils on the average in the State.
The percent change in these ratios ranged from 3 percent improvement to
477 percent improvement. Clearly, districts made great strides in one year
in increasing students' access to computers, largely in response to the
infusion of funds from the General Assembly.

The overall difference in ratios among districts and the variation
evidenced by the standard deviation is of continuing concern. In 1985, the
large majority of districts provided one computer for between 32 and 65
pupils, a relatively large range in ratios about the mean. Furthermore, the
nature of computer education curriculum which can occur in lower access
districts with ratios approaching one computer to 110 pupils is very
different from curriculum in those districts having very high access ratios
of nearly one microcomputer to 13 pupils.
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Statistical models select combinations of independent variables which
predict dependent variables. When variables were permitted to enter
regression equations only if they met a test of significance (i.e., probability
of F less than .10), several of the district characteristics entered equations
This requirement was imposed so that variables which individually or
collectively did not explain a significant amount of variance did not enter
equations. The results of these analyses are presented as "best" possible
equations in Table 2. The order of entry of variables and levels of
significance of individual variables and of the combination of variables (R2)
is indicated for each equation.

Four of the independent variables explained significant amounts of the
variance in the ratio of pupils to microcomputers in 1985 (see Equation 1).
This ratio was higher (i.e., lower access) in districts with large enrollments,

Table 2. Best Regression Equations for Microcomputer Access

Dependent
Variable

EQUATION 1

Ratio of pupils
to micros (1985)

R2

EQUATION 2

Change in ratio
(1984 to 1985)

R2

Independent
Variables

Regression
Coefficient F

Significance
Level (P < )

ADM 0.0005 10.37 0.01
Minority pupils 0.2273 18.02 0.01
State expen. -0.0342 3.81 0.06
Local expen. -0.0289 14.55 0.01

intercept 99.6534

0.2376 10.60 0.01

Family income -0.0050 3.97 0 05

Intercept . 182.2177

0.0283 3.97 0.05
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highe concentrations of minority pupils, and lower proportions of their
expenditures from State and local sources Conversely, higher access was
afforded in smaller districts with ower minority enrollments and in
districts which were more dependent upon State and local funds.

It must be noted that the adjusted property valuation of school units
first entered this equation, but its capacity to uniquely explain variance in
access was mitigated by the entry of the variables indicated in Equation 1.
This effect is best explained by the correlation betweoln valuation and
percent of minority pupils (-.33) and local (.38) sources of funds. Despite Its
absence from the "best" equation, the power of property valuation to
explain variation in access has implications for equity in computer
education.

The percentage change in ratios from 1984 to 1985 is best explained by
the median family income of district residents (see Equation 2). The

greatest improvement in access occurred in districts with the lowest family
income. Nevertheless, this one variable accounts for less than one percent of
the variance in the change in ratios among Districts of the State. It appears
that greater improvements in access occurred in districts which may be
least able to provide them through such sources as community fund raising
activities and donations from parents or other residents. Each of these has
been a source of computer related funds in many of the higher recess
districts. The equal per pupil grants for computer purchases from the
General Assembly may have greatly improved the relative condition of
computer education opportunities in school districts which most needed
them.

A large percentage of variance in computer access is unexplained by
traditional predictors of school conditions. It is only in Equation 1 that a
relatively high percentage of variance is accounted for by district
demography. Computer' are more accessible in small, weathy districts
which enroll fewer minority pupils and which are more dependent upon State
and local sources of income. Conversely, there is lower access to computers
in large, poor districts with more minorities and a heavier reliance upon
Federal resources. .
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Leadtrshio and Computer Access

Several questions from this analysis of state level data prompted
interviews and on-site visits: What are superintendents' and computer
coordinators' perceptions of computer access and use in wealthier and poorer
communities? To what degree are students learning about and learning wit/.
computers in elementary, middle and high schools? What factors appear to
be associated with relatively high computer access in those four low wealth
districts, and, conversely, with low access to comruters in those four high
wealth districts in which one might expect different levels of access? What
is the role of district level computer coordinators in insuring access to
computers and in planning for instructional uses?

As superintendents, computer coordinators, business managers and
others discussed instructional issues and sources of funds, it ecame
apparent that leadership and personnel commitment are vital. Leadership
was particularly evident, for example, in descriptions of progress made in
the low wealth-high access districts. Differences in wealth may be
mitigated by the presence of strong leaders who inspire others to commit
energy and resources.

Recent research identified leadership .s one of the five correlates of
effective schools. Lezotte (1983) stated, "Appropriate and effective
leadership is essential in any successful organization. More often than not,
the attitudes conveyed by the individual in the leadership position present
themselves throughout the entire organization." Someone, whether from the
central administrative office, individual schools, or the community, planted
the seeds from which a movement grew to involve technology in curriculum.
High access districts were characterized by actively involved superinten-
dents, principals, board members, or community leaders. Crucial leadership
came primarily from within the local school system. When an individual or
small group took the initiative, and perhaps risk, subsequent funding and
personnel training followed.

As computer coordinators involved others in planning activities for
computer acquisition and use, they insured personnel commitment and
subsequent higher general access for pupils. Hersey and Blanchard (1982)
explained that when a participative change cycle is implemented, new
knowledge is made available to the individual or group." (1982, p. 273)
Furthermore, they contended that if participation is effective, changes in

attitudes and behavior result. From the initial leadership of these computer
coordinators, a general commitment on the part of school personnel and
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board members improved both levels of pupil access and the integration of
technology with curriculum. It was clear that strong leadership and
commitment to technologies were quite evident in higher access districts
regardless of their financial condition.

In contrast, ^ many of the lower access school systems, leadership
came from outside the local schools and community. The stimulus for
change was the General Assembly's appropriation for computer education.
Funding depended upon the development of school system computer plans.
This situation is descriptive of a second cycle for change defined by Hersey
and Blanchard. Directive change `begins by change being imposed on the total
organization by some external force." (p. 27..., Computer coordinators in
these low access districts relied more heavily upon State directives as they
developed computer education plans. There appeared to be more dependency
upon the State for leadership, direction and resources in low access
districts, even in those with higher than average levels of local property
value and total expenditure levels.

High access districts were leaders in the movement to involve
technology in many subject areas; yet computer access and use varied widely
within these systems. Furthermore, there were many examples of very
effective uses of computers within some schools of those districts where
pupils had generally lower access. Potential opportunities for pupils to have
contact with computers, and the nature of educational experiences which can
be planned for computers, were quite different in schools and classrooms
providing relatively high and low access. Uses of technology in instruction
varied with the number of pupils sharing equipment. Unlike instructional
uses of one blackboard or movie projector, having one computer for a
Classroom of thirty pupils or sharing few computers among several classes
seemed to have limited each pupil's opportunity to learn with computers.
Low access districts thus focused attention in uses on literacy and
programming, while higher access districts provided more opportunities for
integrating technology with curriculum.

Districts were at very different stages of development (Cory, 1983) of
computer use. Low access districts had "jumped on the bandwagon" of
computer implementation and were in a stage of "confused activity" which
was characterized by mixed feelings among teachers, administrators and
board members toward the role of the new technologies. Many schools in the
high access districts had moved beyond these initial stages, and school staff
found themselves engaged in coordinated planning and comfortable use of
computers. The final stage, that of full implementation, is likely to be
reached only if leadership and commitment, as well as funds for computer
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equipment and associated supplier and staffing, are present. Funds are a
necessary, but not sufficient condition for reaching the goal of full
implementation. This research suggests that leadership and commitment do
contribute to the "suff icient" condition in the equation.

The Computer Coordinator as Leader

Computer coordinators assume important roles in developing systemwide
plans for computer education, preparing personnel for both instructional and
administrative uses, assisting others to develop new instructional
applications, attending conferences to bring new ideas to their colleagues,
and extending opportunities for computer education to all pupils. Leadership
and commitment are descriptive of these individuals in the districts visited.
There was, however, great diversity in the roles they developed (or were
permitted by superiors to pet form).

Several characteristics of coordinators and school systems appear to
influence their role and, in turn, the computer education program within the
district. First, the percentage of time the coordinator has to devote to
computer education reflects both the size of the district and the district's
commitment to technology. Many of the high access districts employ a full
time coordinator, while in many lower access units this person is
responsible for regular classroom instruction or for other administrative
responsibilities.

One part time coordinator in a low access district observed that too
much time is spent responding to requests for technical assistance, leaving
too little time for program planning and initiating training workshops.
Furthermore, nearly all the coordinator positions are funded for only ten
months, often prohibiting planning and preparation activities during
summers. Competing duties and the lack of a full year commitment may
hinder coordinators' efforts to assist teachers develop systemwide curricula
in which computers are integrated effectively.

Second, the professional background and computer training of
coordinators may affect their roles and districts' programs. Most of the
individuals interviewed were trained in other curricular areas,.and have only
recently supplemented their formal education with college computer classes
and training workshops. In 1985 the State identifed computer competencies
which these coordinators should possess; colleges and universities are
currently developing programs to address certification requirements.

In only two of the districts, coordinators were trained in the field of
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computer science and had not been classroom teachers. It was clear in our
discussions that administrative applications were more of a priority in their
duties. The majority of coordinators are former teachers and have not
received formal training in uses of computers in administrative functions. If
administrative applications of technologies are to be a substantial part of
coordinators' responsibilities, they should receive appropriate training, be
released from instructional duties, and be compensated in accordance with
responsibilities. Many of the coordinators commented that at the very
minimum their job descriptions should communicate clearly instructional
and administrative expectations.

It seems that coordinators who had been promoted from within the
district, particularly those with continued close relationships with a given
discipline due to teaching or curricular coordination (e.g., science, vocational
education), were less able to gain commitment of personnel to the overall
computer education program. An administrator in a high access district
observed, our coordinators all have special interests; this sometimes
causes competition which gets in the way of progress." Several coordinators
admitted they have difficulty in assessing software in many curricular
areas, and look to specific subject area specialists to review software.
Their role is quite properly one of leadership and coordination as they cannot
possibly be experts in all curricular fields. The crucial point is that they
must not be viewed as aligned with one particular discipline and unable to
assist with computer use and curricular integration in many other fields.

Third, the strength of the program is often reflective of the continuity of
the position of computer coordinator. Well trained coordinators as well as
computer teachers are being courted by industry and many may choose to
leave the profession. Turnover in these positions was often referred to by
superintendents as a major concern.

The clearest understanding of district directions for computer education
was expressed by superintendents and other administrators in districts
without recent turnover in the coordinator's position. Continuity in this
position in one system was credited with assuring the investment of
hundreds of thousands of dollars according to specific system goals and
capabilities. Continuity also enhances the likelihood that courseware is
purchased to meet the needs of the curriculum, rather than forcing lessons to
meet the capabilities of available hardware and software.

Finally, support from higher levels of administration is critical in
defining the role of computer coordinator, and, in turn, in developing
effective computer education programs. In high access systems, leadership



from an assistant superintendent or superintendent 0,,as referred to as
critical in nurturing the program. In one system, a now retired associate
superintendent was instrumental in selecting and giving latitude to the
computer coordinator, while directing the business manager to secure funds
for allowing the computer education program to grow. In contrast, we
listened to the frustrations of a low access district coordinator who
complained that decisions on computer education were made in closed rooms:
We have no planning for computers and no systemwide coordination.

Computers and software just show up, and I've not been involved or even
made aware of the purchases." Without support for and direct involvement of
coordinators and teachers in defining directions and making purchases,
program effectiveness and morale may suffer.

In sum, computer coordinators who are trained as educators, who are
able to divorce themselves from teaching or administrative responsibilities
in a given field, and who have been in the position of coordinator for several
years, appear to be more likely to foster curricular integration and a
systemwide approach to computer education. Their leadership and
commitment, and the support of other administrative and teaching personnel,
will help assure the development of effective computer education programs
which move toward the stage of full implementation.

Conclusions and Implications

It is clear from the analyses of statewide data and discussions with
educators in selected districts that there are extreme variations in pupils'
access to microcomputers within and among school districts of North
Carolina. The General Assembly's special appropriation for computers and
staff development has improved access, and the goal of one computer to each
fifty pupils has been reached in many districts. This goal has not, however,
been attained in all districts or schools of the State.

This study began with an anticipation that school system demographic
and financial characteristics would explain the extreme variance in
computer access. While district attributes are related to inequities in
computer education, these factors explain no more than 24 percent of the
variance. The remaining variance in pupils' opportunities for computer
education is in part reflective of leadership and personnel commitment.

Several testable hypotheses emerge from interviews, site visits and
statewide analysis of data. Studies which focus on roles of various
individuals within and outside school districts should confirm that
leadership and commitment are the crucial missing variables which predict
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levels of lccess to computers.

Hypothesis 1: Leadership and commitment at all levels in the
educational hierarchy are more important fa
providing computer access for pupils than are
demographic and financial characteristics of schoo.
districts.

Furthermore, the development of appropriate uses of computers in
instruction depends upon leadership, commitment and direction from State
and local agencies. It is school district level leadership, however, which
appears to make the difference between stages of implementation observed
in otherwise similar school systems. State directives provide guidelines for
change; local officials determine the speed at which actual change occurs.

Hypothesis 2. Appropriate uses of computers, especially in the
form of integration within many diverse subject
areas, are guided more by leadership abilities and the
commitment of local school personnel than frvn:
State directives.

To the degree that the above theses are accurate statements about
computer access and use, it is imperative for, educators and policymakers to
recognize and nurture leadership, prepare teachers to use computers
effectively in varied subject areas, provide incentives for local development
of programs, and promote the exchange of information and software
applications. The following specific recommendations which focus on the
role of computer coordinators should improve computer equity.

Engage in systemwide planning, Much hardware has already been
purchased by school systems and many teachers and administrators now have
a better idea of directions for the future. There is continuing need for
serious and participatory planning for appropriate uses of technology within
the curriculum. It is essential for district personnel and board members to
make a commitment to the development of systemwide plans, the acquisition
of computers and instructional materials above those provided by State
allocations, and the preparation of teachers and administrators.

The lack of local funds for computer education should not be the excuse
for poor planning. Many districts provide higher than expected access to
computers and make effective use of technology in classrooms despite low
property valuations and expenditure levels. The contrast between two of the
districts visited illustrates the potential which leadership and commitment
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can unlock.

One low wealth district, which shifted funds within budget categories
and delayed other equipment purchases, now has a systemwide program in
place and affords all pupils access to computers nearly daily. A high wealth
district, on the other hand, despite its capacity to finance an extensive and
well integrated program, is just beginning programs for high school students
and will expand to elementary schools as funds flow from the General
Assembly. Like many others, this district waited for State direction and
funds, and pupils do not have the same level of access nor the same quality
of programs as are available in other districts of even less wealth.

In many low access districts, control over equipment is largely in the
hands of a few teachers or subject area specialists, perhaps due initially to
restrictions imposed by funding sources (e.g., federal categorical programs).
The implementat ;on of computer education plans is at best "disjointed," as
was expressed by one coordinator. Other educators voiced a similar concern
that the movement is taking off in all directions and urged policymakers to
channel their energy and money. There is need for district level coordination
by individuals who have a general curricular view and who understand the
role of technology in strengthening school programs.

Clarify roles of computer coordinators. District level computer
coordinators are a primary source of leadership and commitment.
Systemwide planning for computer uses within curricula is enhanced in the
high access districts by coordinators who were formerly teachers, but who
are able to divorce themselves from other teaching or administrative
responsibilities. Continuity in this position also appears to further the
transition through successive stages of development from first jumping on
the bandwagon to full implementation of a well integrated systemwide
approach to computer education. Their leadership and commitment and the
support of other administrative and teaching personnel help assure the
development of effective computer education plans which move school
systems toward full implementation.

Responsibilities of district level computer coordinators include
planning, budgeting, implementing, and evaluating (Moursund, 1985).
Coordinators are often caught between administrative and instructional
specialization as they are asked to direct purchasing of equipment,
coordinate the implementation of statewide networks, assist secretaries
with word processing, guide administrative development of applications for
recordkeeping and financial management, maintain their schedule of rotation
among buildings, and even teach one or more classes. Many cordinators are
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expected to perform as administrators but continue to be paid for ten months
on the teacher scale. The difficulty of learning administrative software ana
developing applications for local district financial and inventory
management, while also attempting to teach several classes and help
teachers in diverse subject areas, suggests that expectations for
coordinators in many districts may be unrealistic.

Coordinator? perspectives are critical in districtwide planning. It was
clear in many interviews that school administrators do not have a complete
understanding of State goals, of the degree of flexibility afforded within
State appropriations, or of directions for local computer education plans.
Coordinators are generally more aware of these goals and of the latitude
permitted in use of State funds for computer education, and yet they are not
always involved in planning. Many computer coordinators commented that
they are isolated from the administration, particularly as districts'
priorities are defined and as decisions regarding purchases and curricular
applications are made. Clarification of job descriptions and role
expectations and involvement in policy development may be the incentives
needed to retain these specialists who in turn can strengthen instructional
access and use.

rrEiptsypkjinil g level o uter Use of hardware and
software and the integration of technology with curricula appear to be
maximized when a computer resource teacher assists classroom teachers
and communicates regularly with the district coordinator. Having full time
specialists (either resource teachers or lab monitors) within schools
communicates districts' commitments to technology as an important
Instructional tool.

Particularly in the first stages of computer implementation, resource
teachers make a difference in schools' uses of computers. If teachers
become skillful in integrating computers with daily instruction, resource
teachers may someday be replaced by lab monitors within schools and by
technicians who serve many schools. If funding is not *r ...liable to employ a
part or full time resource teacher, then schools should arrange for partial
release of an individual from teaching responsibilities to coordinate
instructional applications and to participate in training sessions within and
beyond the district.

i r h i ri t. Data analyses
indicate that pupils in small, wealthy districts with fewer minority pupils
and with expenditures derived primarily through State and local sources have
greater access to computers. The relationship between access and minority
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enrol iment is also apparent in demographic data on the sixteen districts
participating in the stuuy. The eight high access districts (in both wealthy
and poor communities) evidence very low percentages of minority pupils. On
the other hand, lower access districts, whether wealthy or poor, enroll much
higher proportions of minorities.

In addition to inequities among districts, computer coordinators described
extreme ranges in pupil use within schools and districts. Differences often
reflect teachers' abilities and willingness to employ computers, locations of
computers, and decisions about which grade levels or ability groups have
access. Policymakers and educators must be aware that district policies and
individual teachers' actions may promote unequal opportunities for various
student groups to use computers.

With the prevalence of computers in homes of more affluent families,
schools should take care to balance opportunities for less advantaged and
minority pupils. Teachers should ensure that computers are not restricted to
high achievers, as often happens when computers become an extra activity
for pupils who complete their work quickly. Indeed, computers must not be
classified with recess time as a reward for good behavior or completion of
assignments. Systemwide curriculum plans may have been developed to
provide equal exposure for pupils, but all teachers may not have adequate
training or commitment to ensure that computers a-e properly integrated and
used by all pupils.

Procedures for signing up for computer courses or for extra time with
computers in media centers and labs should not discourage use by less
aggressive female and minority students (see, for example, Boss, 1982, and
Anderson, et al., 1984). Career awareness programs should include
discussions with minorities who make use of technologies in their
businesses and professions. Minority student organizations might be
encouraged to adopt computer exploration as one of their activities.

Continuing education classes in school tacit, 3 or the use of
school-owned computers at home might reduce inequities among parents'
abilities to provide computer experiences. Employing school level computer
resource teachers may also promote community uses of schools' computers
during the evening, summers, and on 'weekends. One superintendent envisioned
the day schools will have computers available for students to sign nut, much
like library books. Offering short parent-child awareness sessions prior to
initial use may encourage more parental involvement in school programs
while enabling more pre-school and school-aged children to learn with
computers.
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Prepare teachers for computer use in the curriculum. Ensuring that al'
pupils have access to computers depends upon having teachers wi ) are
comfortable with and prepared to use computers. School systems should
emphasize curricular applications (the computer as an instruction& tool) in
inservice training. Wei; )tanned sessions which include time to experiment
with new software and ready access to software for later use in classrooms
enhance effective transfer of new ideas to teaching. Computer resource
teachers within schools will further assist classroom teachers to plan
curricular applications, secure courseware, troubleshoot problems with
hardware, and address equity issues.

Curricular integration is encouraged if supervisors recognize its
importance. Informal feedback and more formal recognition of efforts in
annual reviews and personnel decisions (e.g., merit or career ladder
advancement) may be incentives for teachers to participate actively in
planning sessions and to use technologies in classrooms. Planning activities
which occur outside normal school hours, as in the case of summer
employment, permit teachers to concentrate energy on curricular
development and provide recognition of the importance of their involvement.

Acquire ggraxCattagcSt te level leadership. Sources of
revenue which finance computer education represent a broader range of
partnerships and commitments than many other educational priorities.
Traditional local, State and Federal funds are complimented in many
districts by gifts from individuals, grants from industry, donations from
parent-teacher and community organizations, and so on. These so called
"creative" financing approaches include the establishment of s^hool
foundations to encourage community and industry support. In the future, it
may be feasible to redirect funds from other instructional materials (e.g,
hard copy texts) to phase in computers, laser disks and other electronic
media.

Special legislative appropriations like the North Carolina funds for
computer hardware, software, supplies, repairs, and staff development are
often viewed as an -add on" whose future is uncertain. One superintendent
expressed a fear that the State may turn away from computer education and
remarked, if there is a mandate, the General Assembly should pay for it."
States must express clear sustaining commitment to computer education
through annual allocations to districts. Computers will become a critical
part of learning in diverse subject areas in all schools in the future. By

including substantial levels of funding for technology within funding
formulas, districts will be better able to plan, to retain co. 1puter
specialists who often are unsure of the duration of their positions, to
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replace any maintain hardware as it deteriorates, and to make technology a
priority in instructional programs.

Great strides have been made in improving access in North Carolina, but
the fact is that inequittes remain. The current policy of allocating equal
computer education funds per pupil was 3dopted to avoid punishing districts
which had already purchased computers and begun staff development
activities. However, continuing to purchase hardware in those districts
whose ratios of pupils to computers approach 13 to one may be an inefficient
use of resources when over 100 pupils :hare each computer in other systems.
From a fiscal equity perspective, it might be advantageous to require local
districts to provide a percentage of funds based on property valuations, such
that wealthier districts contribute larger proportions of computer education
revenue.

At some point, a "saturation" level is reached in terms of computers to
pupils. What is considered saturatisr will of course shift in the future as
the stage of full implementation is attained. The following funding approach
might yield greater latitude in the use of allotments once a 'saturation
point" is reached. If, for example, a ratio of 15 pupils to one computer (or 15
computers per school, whichever is greater) is desirable, flexibility in
districts with saturation level access should encourage contributions to
statewide program development and training of `arts. State funds might pay
computer specialists and classroom teachers to deve!op computer related
curriculum to be shared with, or to sponsor training sessions in, neighboring
schools and districts. Rewards and recognition for ss'ch responsibilities,
ratner than 7,dditierial hardware purchases, might be the incentive needed to
retain their skills in public education. Moreover, sharing their abilities and
programs would improve computer education in other schools and districts.

Them, are continuing concerns with acquiring, rnaintaiWng and replacing
adequate hardware and software, attracting and holding teachers and
coordinators who are skilled in computer uses for schools, preparing
personnel to make appropriate uses of technology in instruction and
management, and remodeling facilities and maintaining .iecurity. School
personnel expressed their desire for an expanded commitment from the State
in financing programs and computer coordinators' positions through
continuing annual allotments.

Include_co_m_Puters in school improvement efforts. Educators recognize
the importance of computers in schools, but they are currently burdened with
multive demands for school improvements. Rather than competing for
resources and planning time, involving computers in curricula can and should
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be important aspects of schools' responses to States' career development and
curricular revision plans. Attitudes of school personne! must reflect a
belief that the total school program is enhanced by opportunities for
students to learn with computers.

This research suggests that actions of policy makers and educators must
merge technologies and school improvement efforts to enable all pupils to
reach beyond literacy goals. In particular, it is the leadership of district
level computer coordinators which most directly affects computer
availability and use. By nurturing their capabilities and awareness of equity
concerns, districts can enhance plans for appropriate roles of technology in
schools, stimulate necessary financial and human resources, programs for
the preparation of personnel, and, most importantly, improve opportunities
for computer education for a// pupils.
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